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Project introduction
Established in 2006, Pro Install AV have spent the past decade developing an
enviable reputation as the go-to provider of intelligent home automation
solutions for architects, consultants, and interior designers across the UK and
Europe.
Pro install AV the dealer of top control systems (Crestron, Lutron, and Control4)
in the United Kingdom.
Helping those in the property and building trade and make the most of smart
home technology.

The Challenge
The existing digital assets were suffering from identity crises; the company was
serving NPDA’s (Non-performing digital assets)
And to compete with well-established brands in the home automation industry
was in itself a big challenge.
Pro Install AV badly needed a medic and required a consultant partner to help
them spread their roots of home automation business to not only improve sales
but recovery of the lost identity as well in the United Kingdom.
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Our Approach
We took a conversion approach to convert NPDA’s into PDA’s (Performing
digital asset) based on the simple formula of maximum utilisation of existing
resources.
Then Bring the brand upfront to home architects, builders, developers and
homeowners. And to expose the digital assets to technology users.
Then to Populate conversion rate optimisation throughout the website for
getting maximum sales leads and so the profit.
Set short business goals to achieve in short span.
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The Results

Pro Install AV digital assets started outperforming.
Today the brand is enjoying approx 32,000 impressions with a good clickthrough rate each month.
More than 100 keywords are appearing in organic searchable key- phrases with
a regular flow of new enquiries each month.
Now Pro install AV is planning to extend the services in UAE.
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